A promise of a Packet of Crips and unicorns

It is some years after Brexit and we are sharing the promised packet of crisp (imported from Romania,
because British potato growers have gone bust) for tea, whilst watching on TV about Romanian potato
growers, discussing the harvest with their British migrant partners, over a 3-course meal. They seem all
seem very happy.
Not so good here; the work on the wall on the border between the Republic of Ireland and Northern
Ireland has been delayed, because of the shortage of Polish brick layers. The government was only
following the advice of USA president Trump, who had successfully employed Polish workers in his
business. The officers manning the 3 official border crossings report very light traffic, but for some
reason the traffic on the other 267 routes is heavier than usual.

There is bad business news too. The unicorn breeding programme, another novel idea from Boris
Johnson, has collapsed because of lack of suitable breeding stock. The white horses used for publicity
had to undergo surgery to have their plastic unicorn removed; against veterinary advice they had been
stuck on with super glue because the former Prime Minister wanted them to be ‘strong and stable’.
Unicorn means Unicorn (definitely not a white horse; maybe, possibly a zebra) she had shouted and promised to make
a success of it. The animal rights people and the RSPCA were outraged.
The people who had been guaranteed delivery of the foals, now want their money back with
compensation for lack in earnings. The businesses that had backed the project enthusiastically, now
want to bailed-out by the UK tax payer.
However, the good news is that we are now entirely in charge of our destiny!
John McDonnel, the new prime minister wants to introduce a universal income, so we can relax now as
we know where we are going (no-where).
Jeremy Corbyn is running for president of the UK against King Charles III, ignoring the constitution as half
of the population are now Labour party members (membership with free coffee: 10 pence).
Opinion polls have been banned to avoid confusing the public, and so are referendums for the same
reason.
The white horses have recovered from their short spell as a unicorn after specialist treatment in the EU
and they are looking forward to returning to the home farm after the next general election and when
sensible people have returned to govern the country.

